
What is light?
No one really knows what light Is made of. In the
1600s Isaac Newton thought light was made up of
bullet-like particles he called corpuscles. The Dutch
scientist Christlaan Huygens thought light was
made up of pulses, or waves, traveling through
space. Modern science has found some truth In both
theories. Light certainly does travel In waves, but It
also behaves as If It were made of particles. Scien-
tists now call these light particles photons.

Is light energy?
Light ts a form of energy and Is similar to heat It Is
the only type of energy that we can see directly. A
blazing fire radiates heat and light We can only
feel the heat, but we can see the light

Where does light come from?
Light comes from stars, such as our Sun. Stars
shine as a result of their Immense nuclear energy.
Because the Sun gives off light It Is said to be
luminous. Very few things are luminous, but
among them are some animals such as fireflies
and deep-sea fish which have light-producing
organs.

Who first measured the speed of light?

The Kalian scientist Galileo attempted to measure
the speed of light in the early 1600s. He stood two
men with flashing lamps on distant hilltops and
tried to measure the time it took the light to travel
between them. But light could not be measured
like this: it travels much too fast In 1676 Ole
Rocmer of Denmark measured how long it took
light from the planet Jupiter to reach the Earth
and came up with a figure for the speed of light
that is almost the same as that calculated by
modem scientists.

y/hat are lightwaves?

II vou lliruvv it peliblf inio ;• pool, il scrilds out
ripple* ol waves. LiiilH also trawl* in wavrs In
|K?:1 I In* scientist James Clerk Ma\wc)l ciis
covered tin- «'iivc structure of lijiht .tlicr 20 years'
rcsc-iirch. He- showed that li.Uht is made up of
vihraiinii «;ivcs ol electrical and nui.Unrtir (icicls.
The vibi'jiiioiii. lake place a'l rijjht angles (o die
direction o!" the- wave's motion and to each other.
Maxwell was the first lo suggest that light was a
torm of {.-Icftromaynetic radiation. He. went on to
state that other kinds of rays must also exist,
invisible to I lie eye

1. What are Photons?

2. What did Isaac Newton think light was made of?

3. What did Chrisiiaan Hutgens think light was made of?

4. Define Luminous.
•

5. What is the speed of light in Miles per sec? Kilometers
per second?

6. How long does it take sunlight to reach earth?

Define the following terms:
7. Transparent:

8. Opaque:

0. Translucent:

10. Does the moon make its own light? J

How fast does light travel?
Ught travels at enormous speed, at roughly
186.000 miles a second (300.000 kilometers a
second). At this speed, the light from the Sun still
lakei more than eight minutes to reach the Earth.

Why can we see through glass?

A sheet of clear glass is trans paeg/it: it allows light
^ays to pass through, so our eyes can see through
it-. A substance that blocks light, such as wood or
rne-ial. is said to be opaque Waxed paper allows
Some light 10 pass through, but you cannot see
Shapes clearly. The paper i

Does the Moon make Its own light?
The Moon has no light of Its own. What we see a;
moonlight Is simply the reflection of the Sun's
light from the Moon's surface. Without the Sun. w<
could not sec the Moon at all

What makes us cast a shadow?

Light travels in straight lines. If an opaque sub
stance, such as a human body. Is in the way. the
rays are blocked. If you put your hand In front of a
flashlight, a shadow will form on the wall. Watch
what happens when you move the flashlight slightly
to the side. On a sunny day see where your shadow
is around noon and mark the outline with a piece of
chalk Try the same experiment In the late after-
noon, when the Sun is lower in thesky. What has
happened to your shadow?


